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Introduction: We present a model of the solar nebula 
protoplanetary disk constructed to solve the “CAI stor-
age problem” of meteoritics. The model predicts from 
first principles the gas surface densities and tempera-
tures at various times and places in the solar nebula, as 
well as the abundances of calcium-rich, aluminum-rich 
inclusions (CAIs) and the refractory lithophile ele-
ments (Ca, Al, Ti, etc.) that comprise them. The key 
assumption is that Jupiter’s core (~ 30 ME) formed 
very early (~ 0.6 Myr after CAIs) and relatively close 
to the Sun (~ 3 AU). CAIs formed at high temperatures 
(> 1400 K), in the first ~ 0.1 Myr, and close to the Sun, 
inside 1 AU. Those that diffused or were transported 
past 3 AU by 0.6 Myr remained trapped there after 
Jupiter’s core created a reversal in the pressure gradi-
ent in the disk. Carbonaceous chondrites formed at this 
pressure maximum beyond Jupiter, and contained 
abundant CAIs. In contrast, CAIs interior to Jupiter 
spiral in to the Sun by aerodynamic drag, and the ordi-
nary and enstatite chondrites that form interior to Jupi-
ter form with comparatively few CAIs.  

We find that the CAI and refractory lithophile 
abundances can be used to assign a time and place of 
formation of the parent bodies of every chondrite, and 
many achondrites. The model makes many testable 
predictions about the physical conditions under which 
various meteorites formed. The model is predicated on 
several physical inputs, including those pertaining to 
the transport of angular momentum in the disk. If veri-
fied, meteoritic data could be used to gain new insights 
into the evolution of the solar nebula and other pro-
toplanetary disks. 

Meteoritic Constraints:  We first review the me-
teoritic data that any model must explain. In Table 1, 
based on tables in [1], we list, for 5 achondrite classes 
and 12 chondrite classes: the abundances of refractory 
lithophile elements relative to Mg and CI abundances, 
from [2] and other sources; and the volume percentage 
of CAIs, from [2,3] and our estimate of the CAI abun-
dance needed to explain ε50Ti and ε54Cr anomalies. In 
the last column we list the time after CAI formation 
that each meteorite parent body is thought to form, 
based on evidence compiled in [1], including radio-
metric dating of (pre-accretionary) chondrules and 
post-accretionary parent-body alteration, and especial-
ly the thermal modeling of [4]. Models of the pro-
toplanetary disk must explain these data. 

 

TABLE 1: Compiled meteoritic constraints. 
Type (X/Mg) / CI CAI 

(vol%) 
accretion 
time (Myr) 

angrites ~ 1.35 ? ~ 0.5 
ureilites ? ? ~ 0.6 
HEDs 1.09 ? ~ 0.8 

aca.-lod. 0.90 ? ~ 1.5 
winonaites 0.90 ? ~ 1.8 

EH 0.884 < 0.1 1.7 – 1.9 
EL 0.871 < 0.1 1.7 – 1.9 
R 0.974 < 0.1 2.0 – 2.2 
H 0.899 < 0.2 2.0 – 2.2 
L 0.904 < 0.1 2.0 – 2.5 

LL 0.890 < 0.1 2.0 – 2.5 
CK 1.24 < 4 2.4 – 2.8 
CV 1.35 > 3 ~ 3.0 
CO 1.11 > 1 ~ 2.5 – 3.0 
CM 1.13 1-2 3.0 – 4.0 
CR 1.02 0.5 - 1 3.8 – 4.5 
CI = 1.00 0.0 3.0 – 4.0 

 
These data illustrate the CAI Storage problem. 

CAIs are up to cm-sized objects that should spiral in to 
the Sun on ~ Myr timescales [5]. They should be ab-
sent from meteorites that formed many Myr later, and 
yet are most abundant in carbonaceous chondrites that 
formed later and, it is presumed from their volatile 
contents, farther away from the Sun. 

Explanation of Model:  We model the production 
and transport of CAIs in the solar nebula as follows. 
We assume a standard 1-D alpha disk, with α = 10-5 for 
r > 10 AU, α = 1.25 x 10-4 for  r < 1 AU, and α  vary-
ing smoothly in between. We calculate the disk tem-
perature by including passive and accretional heating. 
We initialize the model with a standard self-similar 
disk surface density profile with a total disk mass of 
0.09 M

¤
. Solids in the disk initially are µm-sized with 

a CI composition, but in regions with T > 1400 K we 
allow 3.6% of the solids mass to convert to CAIs with 
radii of 800–1600 µm. Patricles are transported with 
the gas (advection) or relative to the gas by diffusion 
or drift arising from aerodynamic drag. Meridional 
flow at the midplane is accounted for. Building on [6], 
we assume that Jupiter’s 30 ME core forms at 0.6 Myr 
at 3 AU, forming a “gap” that is simulated by increas-
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ing alpha within a few Hill radii. Jupiter accretes the 
gas within a few Hill radii, at a fixed rate. 

Results:  Our model predicts abundances of CAIs 
and refractory lithophiles at snapshots in time, at all 
radii and times in the solar nebula, displayed in Figure 
1. CAIs caught beyond 3 AU when Jupiter’s core 
forms are trapped in the pressure maximum it created. 
Carbonaceous chondrites formed at 3.5–4 AU would 
have up to 4 wt.% CAIs. Ordinary and enstatite chon-
drites formed at 2–3 AU would have < 0.1 wt.% CAIs. 
This resolves the CAI Storage Problem. 

 
Figure 1: Evolving CAI abundances in the disk. 
 

Remarkably, the refractory lithophile and CAI 
abundances, and time of formation, of each meteorite 
type in Table 1 can be matched to snapshots of the disk 
predicted by the model (Table 2).  The agreement is 
good, with few exceptions (bolded). 
 
TABLE 2: Model predictions. 

Type (X/Mg) / CI CAI 
(vol%) 

accretion 
time (Myr) 

angrites 1.30 3.5 0.4 
ureilites 1.03 1.4 0.6 
HEDs 1.09 1.9 0.8 

aca.-lod. 0.90 0.8 1.4 
winonaites 0.90 0.3 1.8 

EH 0.90 0.27 2.0 
EL 0.90 0.27 2.0 
R 0.89 0.03 2.1 
H 0.90 0.11 2.1 
L 0.88-0.90 < 0.2 2.0 – 2.5 

LL 0.88-0.90 < 0.2 2.0 – 2.5 
CK 1.25 3.0 2.5 
CV 1.34 3.7 3.2 
CO 1.11 1.8 2.5 
CM 1.13 2.0 3.5 – 4.0 
CR 1.02 1.0 3.5 – 4.5 
CI = 1.00 0.0 4.0 

 
We summarize our findings in Figure 2, which 

shows our estimates of the time and place each meteor-
ite parent body formed. Tan regions denote the pres-
ence of gas too hot for ice to condense; gray region 
denote gas and ice; white regions denote no gas. Both 
4 Vesta and Mars are predicted to have the refractory 
abundances they do if they formed at their present lo-
cations at the times they are constrained to.  

 
 

Figure 2: Model predictions of where and when dif-
ferent meteorite parent bodies formed. 

 
The model makes a host of testable predictions. If 

verified, the model would provide constraints on the 
physical conditions in the disk and many insights into 
planet formation and disk evolution.    

One insight of the model is that CI chondrites im-
pose a severe constraint on disk models. Inner disk 
material becomes depleted in refractories as CAIs form 
and spiral into the Sun. Outer solar system material, 
including what CI chondrites form from, must mix 
with this refractory-depleted material. For CI chon-
drites to form at 3-4 Myr and yet match the Sun’s 
composition, we find they must form at > 10 AU, and 
the disk must have very low turbulence, α ~ 10-5, con-
sistent with hydrodynamic instabilities and not magne-
torotational instabilities. We predict CI chondrites are 
depleted in refractories relative to Mg and the Sun, by 
about 9%, or 0.04 dex. 
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